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A. Additional Background: Diffusion Models
Diffusion models [1, 6, 4] are generative models that can

synthesize desired data samples from Gaussian noise via it-
erative denoising. A diffusion model defines a forward pro-
cess and a corresponding reverse one. The forward process
adds the noise to the data sample x0 to generate the noisy
sample xt with a predefined noise adding schedule αt at
time-step t:

q(xt|x0) = N (xt;
√
ᾱx0, (1− ᾱt)I), (1)

where ᾱt =
∏t

i=1 αi. At step T , the data sample x0

is transformed into Gaussian noise xT ∼ N (0, 1). The
reverse process tries to remove the noise and generate a
cleaner sample xt−1 from the previous noisy sample xt:

pθ(xt−1|xt) = N (xt−1;µθ(xt, t), σt), (2)

where µθ and σt are the corresponding mean and variance.
The variance is a time-dependent constant, and the mean
µθ(xt, t) = 1√

αt
(xt − ϵ 1−αt√

1−ᾱt
) can be solved by using

a neural network ϵθ(xt, t) to predict the noise ϵ. To train
such a noise estimation network ϵθ, the object is a simpli-
fied mean-squared error:

Lsimple = Ex0,ϵ,t(∥ϵ− ϵθ(xt, t)∥). (3)

Therefore, by sampling xt−1 iteratively, a data sample x0

can be synthesized from random Gaussian noise xT . In ad-
dition, text prompts P can be conditioned into the predicted
noise ϵθ(xt, t, P ) so that the diffusion models can synthe-
size text-complied images.

B. Additional Ablation Study of MasaCtrl
Mutual Self-Attention Control. Our method aims to
combine the image layout initialized by the desired prompt

*Work done during an internship at ARC Lab, Tencent PCG.

P with the image contents from the source image Is. To
achieve this, we propose to perform mutual self-attention in
the later denoising steps (not at the premature beginning)
and the decoder part of U-Net. After several iterative de-
noising steps S, the layout of the desired target image can
be roughly formed, as shown in Figure 4(a) in the main pa-
per. In the decoder part of U-Net, the formed target struc-
ture is much clearer than in the encoder part, as shown in
Figure 4(b) in our main paper. We additionally provided
the results of different strategies that perform mutual self-
attention control with dense denoising steps and layers in
U-Net, as shown in Fig. 1. We found that performing mu-
tual self-attention in the earliest steps (earlier than the time
step 4) and layers can synthesize a more consistent image
with the source image, but fails to comply with the target
modified prompt P , since the layout of the target image has
not yet been formed in these too-early denoising steps and
layers. In contrast, performing mutual self-attention control
at late time steps (later than time step 25) and U-Net layers
generates an image that highly complies with the target text
description but loses the content information of the source
image, since the image contents are already determined and
cannot be changed significantly. In our method, we start
performing mutual self-attention in the moderately earlier
time step and the layers in the U-Net decoder part. This
allows us to synthesize an image that complies with the tar-
get image and consists of similar contents from the source
image. More results of consistent synthesis and real image
editing can be found in Fig. 6.

Mask-guided Mutual Self-Attention. We observed
the synthesis/editing using the proposed method would fail
since the object and background are too similar to be con-
fused in the query feature space (shown in Figure 2 in the
main paper). To tackle this problem, we introduce a mask-
guided mutual self-attention mechanism that performs the
attention in the restricted regions for foreground objects and
background separately. The detailed pipeline is shown in
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Additional Ablation study – layer wise and step wise
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Figure 1: Additional ablation results of the start of the
timestep and U-Net layer index to perform self-attention
control.
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“1boy and 1girl, street, sitting” → “…, standing”

“A cat and a dog sitting on the street” → “…, running”

Generated Image MasaCtrl Generated Image w/o mask guidance w mask guidanceImagic

“1boy and 1girl, street, standing” → “…, running”

Fixed Seed

Real Image MasaCtrl Imagic

“A portrait of Goku, with crossed arms”

Figure 2: Example of the multi-object confusion problem
and the results of mutual self-attention.

Fig. 3. The object only queries image contents from the
foreground object region in the source image rather than the
whole object to avoid confusion.

Meanwhile, we also found that confusion problems may
occur when editing multiple objects with MasaCtrl, espe-
cially when the objects are in the same class. As shown
in Fig. 2, their dresses are exchanged when MasaCtrl is di-
rectly utilized to edit the source image with one boy and one
girl. In this case, when we utilize the mask-guided strategy
to restrict the query regions, this problem can be effectively
alleviated. However, our strategy cannot tackle this problem
perfectly, and some details in the edited image still differ
from that in the source image.

C. Limitations and Discussion

Our method inherits most of the limitations of Stable
Diffusion in generating desired images, and suffers from
the following main aspects. First, since our method heav-

Figure 3: Pipeline of the proposed mask-guided mutual
self-attention.

ily relies on the image layout synthesized from the target
prompt P , it would fail if the SD model could not generate
a desired layout or shape, as shown in Fig. 4(1). Although
recently proposed controllable strategies [3, 7] can alleviate
this on the pre-trained SD model with various guidance, it
still may fail. In addition, even if the SD model can gen-
erate the corresponding image layout, our method will fail
when the target image contains unseen content or the tar-
get image layout/structure changes drastically. As shown
in Fig. 4(2), the SD model can synthesize the target layout
that complies with the target prompt P while with differ-
ent contents (i.e., the identity of the person and the back-
MasaCtrl Failure Case

“A photograph of a goose, standing” → “… , sitting”

Synthesis with 𝑃 Synthesis with oursSynthesis with 𝑃

“A person with white t-shirt, facing camera” →
“… , clapping hands”

“A photo of a white horse, laying, street” → “… , standing”

“Realistic photo of a beautiful bird” → “… , spreading wings”

Figure 4: Different types of failure cases.



ground) from the source image. MasaCtrl can generate an
image consistent with the source image but suffer from the
artifact (the palm marked by the red circle). This is because
the source image does not contain any contents related to
the palm, thus the desired image cannot query the contents
of the palm. Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 4(3), although
our method can synthesize desired image that is highly sim-
ilar to the source image, we also found there still are some
slight differences (the color of the bird’s beak marked by the
red circle) between the source image and the edited image.
How to tackle these problems is our future work.

D. More Results with T2I-Adapter

Recently proposed controllable methods for diffusion
methods, like T2I-Adapter [3] and ControlNet [7], can syn-
thesize images with various guidance (e.g., pose, sketch,
depth). Therefore, we can apply these methods to synthe-
size the layout of the desired image and then utilize our
method to query image contents from the source image
to generate content-consistent images. Here, we show the
consistent editing results of MasaCtrl integrated into T2I-
Adapter [3] shown in Fig. 5. We can achieve similar editing
results as Imagic [2] without fine-tuning .

Results of MasaCtrl integrated into T2I-Adapter

“… thumbs up” “… clamping hands”“… crossed arms”“… Namaste_hands”

Input Real Image Synthesized results with MasaCtrl integradted into T2I-Adapter

Synthesized results T2I-Adapter (with same DDIM inverted noise)

Guidance images (canny edge)

Figure 5: Real image editing results of proposed MasaCtrl
integrated into T2I-Adapter [3]. We can perform non-rigid
editing by preserving the image contents while changing its
structure.

E. More Results on Other Models

Stable Diffusion XL. We also apply the proposed method
in the recent Stable Diffusion XL (SDXL) model [5]. SDXL
further enlarges the denoising U-Net three times compared

Note that for each edit, Imagic requires 60 minutes for finetuning the
diffusion model and optimizing the textual embedding.

to the previous SD model, achieving higher-quality syn-
thesis images with novel model designs and conditioning
strategies. The results of MasaCtrl on SDXL are shown in
Fig. 7. We see that the proposed method can also generalize
well on such a powerful model and synthesize high-quality
consistent images.

Anything-V4. We also apply our method to the domain-
specific models, i.e., the amine-style model Anything-v4.
Fig. 8 shows the synthesis results of our method and the
model with fixed random seeds. The proposed method Mas-
aCtrl can faithfully synthesize images while preserving the
object identity and background in original anime-style im-
ages, further demonstrating the generalizability of the pro-
posed method. Meanwhile, we further perform consistent
image synthesis in Fig. 9. We can control the pose and ac-
tion, even expression, with the proposed method by directly
modifying the text prompt accordingly, demonstrating the
consistent synthesis capability of MasaCtrl.

F. More Video Synthesis Results

Since MasaCtrl can synthesize content-consistent im-
ages, we can further achieve temporal consistent results
by applying MasaCtrl to existing controllable models with
dense guidance. We provide more video synthesis results
shown in Fig. 10, and the video results can be found on our
project page.

G. User Study

An example question in our user study is illustrated in
Fig. 11.
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“A portrait of an old man” → “…, side view”

“A photo of a man with suit” → “…, from behind”

“An orange” → “Two …”

“An orange” → “Two …”

Source Image Ours Fixed seed Source Image Ours Fixed seed

“A sitting dog” → “… running …”

“A standing goose” → “… sitting …” “A cat, sitting” → “… walking …” 

“A flying duck” → “… standing …”

“1boy and 1girl, street, sitting” → “…, standing”“A cat and a dog sitting on the street” → “…, running”
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“A realistic photo of a horse, standing on its 
hind legs, grassland”

+ “A portrait of Goku, with crossed arms”
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Figure 6: Additional editing results of the proposed MasaCtrl.



“A realistic photo of a corgi standing on the street, best quality” → “… running…”“A cat standing on the street, close view” → “… running …”

“A portrait of an old man, facing camera, best quality” → “… smiling …” “a photo of a round cheese cake” → “… square …”

Generated Image MasaCtrl Generated Image MasaCtrl

Figure 7: Synthesis results on Stable Diffusion XL (SDXL) model [5]. Consistent images can be synthesized by directly
modifying the text prompts with the proposed MasaCtrl.Anythingv4 Results - Synthetic

“A boy, indoors, sitting, coffee shop” → “…standing…” “A boy, standing, street, long pants” → “…running…”

“A girl, beautiful dress, photo from camera view” →
“ side view ”

Generated Image Ours Fixed seed

“a boy, standing on the beach, 
t-shirt, sunset, full body”

“… hands in 
hands …”→ + “1girl, white medium hair, looking at 

viewer, jacket, outdoors, full body” → “… raising 
hands …” +

Generated Image Ours Fixed seed

Figure 8: Synthesis results on the anime-style Anything-V4 checkpoint. Consistent images can be synthesized by directly
modifying the text prompts with the proposed MasaCtrl.
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Anythingv4 Results - Synthetic

“A boy, casual, 
outdoors, standing”

Generated Image

“…, raising hangs” “…, giving a 
thumbs up”

“…, side view” “…, running” “…, laughing”“…, from 
behind”

“…, sitting”

Results with MasaCtrl

Figure 9: Multiple consistent synthesis results with proposed MasaCtrl on Anything-V4 checkpoint.

Generated Image Consistent Results with MasaCtrl

“A car is moving on the road, realistic photo, masterpiece, best quality” +

“Iron man, brown background, full body, masterpiece, best quality” +

“An astronaut is dancing on the beach” +

“An astronaut is dancing on the times square” +

Figure 10: Additional video synthesis results with MasaCtrl.



Figure 11: Illustration of the user study.


